Bard Observer (October 10, 1968) by Bard College,
IB1\IZI) Otl3~1~1\Z\IIIEII~ Many students here at the university, many people in society, are wandering aimlessly about. Strangers in their own lives, there 
is no place for them. They are people who 
have not learned to compromise, who, for 
example, have come to the university to 
learn to question, to grow, to learn--all 
the standard things that sound like cliches 
because no one takes them s-eriously. And 
they find at one point or another that for 
them to become part of society, to become 
lawyers, ministers, business men, or 
people in government, very often they must 
compromise those principles which were 
most dear to them. 
They must suppress the most creative 
impulses that they have; this is a prior 
condition for being part of the system. 
The university is well structured, well 
tooled, to turn but people with all the 
sharp edges worn off--the well-rounded 
person. The university is well equipped to 
produce that sort of person, and this means 
that the best among the people who enter 
must for four years wander aimlessly much 
of the time questioning why they are on 
campus at all, doubting whether there is 
any point in what they are doing, and 
looking toward a very bleak existence 
afterward in a game in which all of the 
rules have been made up--rules which 
one cannot really amend. 
Mariq Savio 
LMS, .N Y--Death, Italian Style--Milan, Italy--
The city government of Milan passed legislation 
providing that the city pay for all funerals --
flowers, draperies, and church rites excepted. 
The new law also removed distinctions between 
first, second and third class funerals. The city 
will.provide a hearse, a coffin, and a bus for all 
relatives -- free of charge. 
LNS, NY--Los AngeJes -- Arlo Guthrie will make 
his film debut in AJ ice's Restaurant, to be released 
through United Artists. The movie, based on 
Arlo' s encounters with the cops, will be directed 
by Arthur Penn, who directed Bonnie and Clyde. 
The Guardian-- Japanese fishermen in the town of 
ango in the southern part of Miyazaki have 
intervened to prevent the Sato government from 
making rocket launching tests. According to a 
Hsinhua report, on Sept. 12 and 13 the fishermen 
rowed their boats into the restricted area of the 
s a off chinoura in Kagoshima, where the rocket 
booster was scheduled to land. 
I I 
The Village Voice-- From the World of Fashion--
Mr. Jerome Rubin held a special preview model-
ing of his custom-made attire for his appearance 
before the House Un-American Activities 
Committee in front of Gem's Spa in the East 
Village. In order to achieve a "walking-world-
conspiracy-look, "Dr. Rubin designed the "multi-
guerilla" outfit, placing heavy emphasis on his 
varied accessories -- Black Panther beret, M-16 
rifle equipped with Infield bullets (which the U.S. 
uses in Vietnam) a banana stuck in his gun holster, 
body p·ainted peace symbols, and numerous 
strands of hippie beads and bells, "When guerilla 
warfare comes to America, it' 11 come through the 
hippies" Mr. Rubin said -- and he will try to see 
that they are fashionably dressed for the occasion. 
HUAC hearings for Rubin and asso~ed Yippies 
began Oct. 1 in D. C. 
The legal defense committee of the National 
Mobilization has requested that all persons 
questioned by the FBI in connection with protest 
activities at the Chicago Democratic Convention 
say nothing without consulting an attorney, and 
relay all relevant information to the legal defense 
committee (phone 312-641-1470). The committee 
advises that you do not believe statements of 
investigating agents who claim that they are looking 
into "violations of civil liberties of demonstrators'.' 
The Guardian--Caracas-- Four guerillas disguised 
as government soldiers occupied a hacienda in 
Carabobo state, Venezuela, for six hours on the 
nights of Sept. 28 & 29 according to the Venezuelan 
ational ews Agency. The hacienda belongs to 
ew York Gov. Nelson Rockefeller. The guerillas 
held the caretakers at gunpoint., painted revolutJon-
ary slogans on the walls and liberated an undisclos-
ed amount of money. The report said the guerillas 
gained access to the estate by telling the care-
takers they were government soldiers searching 
for terrorists. 
The Guardian-- Ururguay-- Uruguayan workers 
held a 24-hour general strike Sept. 24 to express 
their discontent over the government's wage freeze 
and its'urgent security measures" aimed at 
REPRESSIO . The strike, the sixth in three 
months, brought industry and commerce to a 
standstill and paralyzed railway, port and medical 
services. Public communications in Montevideo 
were almost totally crippled; no newspapers were 
published. Workers occupied two factories. 
L S, Y-- The CIA office in Ann Arbor, as 
blown up Sunday, as the seventh in a series 
of bombings by "Joshua ewton". Other buildings 
bombed in the fiv weeks since Chicago ar : 
1) a building in th Mich. Detroit suburb of 
Roseville, 2)a school board in Macomb county, 
3)13th precinct Police tation in Detroit, 4)10th 
Precinct (site:oI"soI'ne of last summer's riots), 
5) 13th precinct again, 6) Army recruiting station .. 
L s--NY--An AWOL soldier and more than 600 
supporters awaited police action for the second 
straight night in what began as a symbolic-moral 
protest over the right of sanctuary at Boston Uni-
versity's Marsh Chapel. Each time the police 
announce that they are "going to get the AWOL 
soldier" an assemblage of students block their 
moves. 
- • - I 
The Celluloid Circus and the Fourth Wall--
r 
Julian Beck's living theatre will oe at the Brooldyn 
Academy of Music, 30 Lafayette Ave., Brooklyn, 
for three weeks. Frankenstein:Oct. 2-7; l'vfysteries 
and Smaller Pieces Oct. 9, 12 (mat.) 13 , 17, 20 (Mat; 
Antigone: Oct.10-13 (Mat.) 19 (Mat.) 
Paradise Now: Oct. 14, 16 18, 19, 20, 21. Young 
Socialists for Halstead and Boutelle are holding a 
film festival, among the more worthy inclusions 
are: The Floorwalker, Chaplin, Ernest Pintoff' s 
The Critic, Boiled Egg, an early example of 
Animation of the Absurd. 
Cain's Mangoes, a play from the ew Cuba, by 
Abelardo Estorino, is at the Thresholds Theater, 
23 E. 20th St., NYS (677-5504). The play is an 
Adam/Eve/Cain/ Abel allegory about moral contro· 
versies and revolution ... USA 1968 is the subject 
of "An Ordinary Man' a play by Mel Arrighi, 
directed by Harold Stone, at the Cherry Lane 
Theatre, ew York ...... the new "issue of CAW 
is out and is"devoted to the battle of Farnce, 
1968" 50¢ from CAW box 322, Cooper Station 
YC 10003. 
The German Peace Association has petitioned 
the Ministry of the Interior to ban all John Wayne 
films from West Germany. Group says that 
"Green Berets" is a flick that "honors the Vietnarr 
war with massive falsification and unmistakably 
incites racial hatreds and murder." 
The Guardian 
The Guardian-- In Boston, a district court judge 
has ruled that LeRoi Jones' play, "Slave," is 
"lewd" and "obscene" and that furthermore a 
crime was committed when it was presented last 
spring at Wellesley High School. 
Four members of Demokratia, a group organized 
to support the Greek people's attempts to liberate 
their country from the military junta, went on a 
three-day hunger strike in front of the nited 
ations. 
They fasted until the Chairman of the U Comm it-
tee on Human Rights agreed to receive their peti-
tion. The petition protests the continued mass 
arrests, tortuing of prisoners, detaining of 
"suspected person" in concentration camps 
declaration of amnesties foll owed by re-arrest 
of released prisoners. 
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The Guardian-- In Rome, Italy--pope land--
government officials have confiscated Pier 
Pasolini' s new film, "Teorema" after local 
magistrates found it "obscene". The .film deals 
with a mysterious stranger, symbolizing religion, 
who shows up in the home of an Italian bourgeois 
family and has sexual relations with everyone in 
sight. Ironically, the International Catholic Film 
Office awarded the film a first prize the Italian 
Church banned it as dangerous, and the Italian 
Bishops Film Committee "excluded" it after 
finding it "permeated with Freudianism and 
Marxism". 
The Guardian-- In Washington, Ev.Dirksen, 
Senate Republican leader has come up with a 
plan to circumvent Supreme Court decisions 
regarding obscenity and pornography. His plan? 
To make convictions exempt from Federal Court 
review. His purpose, in his own , ords, is to show 
"that there is some limit to freedom of speech' . 
Boston (L S)-- The Boston ghetto of Roxbury 
was the scene of a minor riot last week. The 
unrest started last Monday at English High 
School when black students demanded the right 
to wear dashikis, loose, brightly patterned 
African shirts _instead of the usual shirt and tie. 
They also asked to be allowed to form a black 
student union. English's headmaster , Joseph 
Malone granted both demands, but was later 
overruled by Boston's associate school superin-
tendent. 
On Wednesday night, the Boston director of 
the ew Urban League Melvin King, called for 
a school boycott by all black and "sympathetic" 
white students. The absence rate Friday at most 
high schools and junior high schools reached 
as high as 60%. 
On Thursday, English High students held a 
protest meeting which turned into a street rally. 
The protest spread to other schools. At several 
schools black and white kids performed what 
they considered to be an act of defiance by burn-
ing their ties. 
The boycott caused trouble in Roxbury, on 
Wednesday, when students began to throw rocks 
and bottles at police after one of their street 
leaders was arrested. 
On Thursday thousands of liberated students 
staged a march to Roxbury' s Franklin Park. 
After the rally, white MBT A bus drivers refused 
to pick up black students returning from the 
march. 
As of Saturday morning, the Boston school 
boycott was still going -- and strong. All 
together, nearly 11, 000 students have stayed 
away from school. 
I:. S, Stephen Davis -- Several women in The 
Movement have proposed the idea of a uniform 
for radical women. The dress could be made by 
the "Poor .People's Corporation" so that the 
money for clothing would go to a co-operative, 
rather than a profit making concern. The intro-
duction of the uniform would be done with a lot 
of publicity so that all will be acquainted with 
the intent. The rationale behind the move is: 
1) the dress can be a way of identifying women 
as part of a women's liberation movement. 
2)Women will be "liberated from the daily 
chore of having to choose what to wear and what 
image to project.3) It's a way to save money 
because the dresses would be inexpensive and 
durable. 4) The dress will serve to highlight 
the question of women's enslavement, as people 
begin to ask why they wear the same dress every 
day. This will show how women are used as a 
market for unnecessary market items. 5) It 
helps eliminate the competition among women 
that separates women from women. 
L S--Montague 
Jerry Rubin in his HUAC uniform 
Washington, D.C. Oct 3,--LNS-- The hearings 
Tuesday began with Jerry Rubin being ejected 
before he even got in. He arrived in Viet Cong 
pajamas bottoms, ankle bells, layers of beads, 
day-glo war paint, a Black Panther beret and ,.me 
gold earring which required constant adjustment 
by his girl friend, Nancy. He carried a lifesize 
toy M-14 and had a bandolero full of real 30-06 
shells strapped across his chest. At his last 
adornment the ~ards took offense. They were 
officially "incendiary devices." He was hustled 
down the stairs and out the back door. 
Abbie Hoffman (whose bullwhip was quickly 
confiscated), appeared in conservative pheasant 
feathers, fringe buckskin jacket, dirty t-shirt, 
and an electric yo-ho. He, Nancy, and Roz Payne 
of New York Newsreel followed Jerry our. Three 
women were all dressed as witches and were in 
fact representing W. I. T. C.H., the Women's 
International Terrorist Conspiracy from Hell. 
Outside the back doors, they drew a semi-hemi-
circle (never completed because one of the 20 
or 30 Washington police guarding the entrance 
sensed a "disruptive assembly" in the making 
and took away Nancy's chalk) and began to un-
ravel the real conspiracy. The text of their 
revelations, also interrupted, follows: 
"In the Holy and Most Powerful name of 
WITCH 
Women's International Terrorist Conspiracy 
fr.om Hell 
We Sister Witches from the one true under-
ground 
Announce our Presence and commence our 
Spell. 
In the Sacred Name of all our Sister Witches 
the original guerrillas and resistance 
fighters thrgugh the ages 
We :cast our Vengeful Magic on HU-WACKY 
judges 
who dare conduct a witch hunt without real 
witches. 
They have erected Subpoena's Envy. 
Standing in this Liberated Circle, 
we throw off our cover of invisibility. 
We proclaim all those males subpoenad 
are pawns in our game 
for Yippie, SDS and Mobilization are all 
fronts for WITCH 
We are the ancient Earthmothers behind it 
all: 
peacegroups, international students' 
conspiracy 
the revolution --all are our children. 
W-e concocted Chicago from one vat for 
Peace, 
numerous Cn1cago roaas, 
and a pressure-cooked American flag. 
We who have an ancient stake in freedom 
(Burn Baby Burn) 
are responsible for the Secret Marijuana 
Ritual, 
which now has subverted people all over 
America into flying. 
Lurleen Wallace, ex-witch who let herself 
be used by racist George 
We snuffed. 
Congres·sman Poole, who dared to smoke 
Salem cigarettes, 
we snuffed. 
The head of this committee, who just lost 
his primary election, 
we snuffed. 
Lyndon Johnson could not r"u.n again after 
our Tuader 
First W.I.T.C.H. Ladybird, 
cast her spell in his large ear. 
Women -are the oldest oppressed people on 
earth, 
but this, at last, is the Season of the 
W. I. T. C.H. 
Satan himself sits on this Committee, and 
we demand 
the right to report to him, and kiss his 
ass 
as all America does. 
O Astarte; O Hecate '. 0 !Sis '. 0 Bonnie 
Parker; 
Our spirits inside the Committee room 
don't need these bodies to put a hex 
on both their houses of Congress. 
Dean men sit on this Committee. 
We have not finished. 
We have just begun. 




by Michael Lennart Tolkin 
Monday, October 7th, and another Bard 
College Senate meeting sighed and finally 
passed away quietly in the night. Brad Gunn 
opened with a stirring benediction and a call 
to the heavens asking that Senate be quickly 
guided in the pursuit of graft and rebates. 
Senate was deeply moved. The next business 
was the HPC report. HPC has asked for a 
state police car to be stationed outside Adolf's 
for the next few weekends. A meeting will be 
held on Tuesday to discuss these possibilities 
with the police. 
The school bus, a much beleagmred 
Senate issue, was put up for disposal at the 
discretion of member Charles Clancy. He is 
to sell the broken machine within ten days 
of the meeting. The final official business 
was the joining of the NSA, which was passed 
with very little discussion. 
Roger Kessler, in a surprise move, 
calmly offered a motion on the floor which 
may place him in Bard's hall of fame. The 
mild mannered, quiet Roger moved that the 
college abolish all letter grades for moderated 
upper college students and replace them with 
a pass-fail system and further extensive 
criteria sheets. The motion was unaninously 
referred to EPC for discussion at their 
next meeting. 
Bruce closed the meeting asking for all 
students to tell their friends to attend Wed-
nesday's meeting in the Gym as a quorum is 
needed. Needless to say that was yesterday. 
Also, in closing, ·somebody removed my 
SCM electric typewriter from the social 
room of Ward Manor. r11 give a very good 
reward to the person who can belp me find 
it. It is a very valuable machine, and I can't 
work without it, nor can I afford it. Thank you. 
Friday 
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'Where Were You When The Lights Went Out?' 
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of his career!" 
-JUDITH CRIST, 





New York Times 
WILL NO DOUBT INTRIGUE 
THE UNDER-30 PROTEST SET!" 
-K•rhlffn C•uoll, New Yo,k o.,,, Newt 
by Frank Meltzer 
Weekend, written and directed by Jean- Luc 
Godard 
Corinne -- Mireille Dare 
Roland -- Jean Yanne 
many others 
Chronologically, Weekend (1967) follows 
Two or Three Things I Know About Her (1966). 
Much must have happened to Godard between 
films. In the former there was a beautiful 
synthesis betw en content and form; in Weekend 
there is a jarring dissociation. 
Weekend begins as though it will have a 
plot: there are suggestions of murd r conspira::y 
ribald sexual relationship several other 
possibilities. Forget them. What happens is 
not plot~ se, and certainly not th plot one 
would imagine. Th avarice of Corinn and 
Roland is the mer st excuse for what does 
occur. (Though the "interrogation"scene early 
in thefi.lm winds its way through lesbianism, 
sodomy and melange a trois in a most inventive, 
Rabelaisian way, and is well worth see i.ng. ) 
Perhaps three of the scenes are worth 
mention i.ng i.n a positive way. Th re is a 
spectacularly frenzied "love song" sung in a 
phone booth by Jean-Pierry Leaud. There is a 
fine interlude (which plays much like Beckett) 
in which Blandine Jeanson nearly convinces 
you she is Emily Bronte -- the conclusion of 
the scen;-;:s brutal and fittingly so. Finally, 
there is a scene which may be unequalled in 
modern art. Corinne and Roland have been in 
an auto ace ident and have spent sev ral days 
wandering about, looking for a town. Th re is 
beautiful, monumental despair when sh is 
casually raped, in a ditch, by a passerby. 
either of them even mention it. This is the 
highpoint of the film. 
Weekend has shortcomings. There is a 
colossal traffic jam -- probably the longest 
single scene in the film. First you see two 
people playing catch through the sun roofs 
of their cars. Then you watch as Roland 
exchanges obscene gestures with anoth r driver. 
ThEn you see two p ople sitting beside their 
flR~T 
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car playing chess. Then Corinne shouts a curs, 
at someone who has tried to cut them off. Then 
to break up the monotony I suppose-- Godard 
presents you with a zoo truck, in the back of 
which there are two llama. By the time you se 
the third game of catch played between two can 
or the second card game by the side of the 
road, the problem has become not v hat will 
happen but when. The idea is good, by its 
ex cution seems a bit tedious. Similarly 
with the titles Godard throws in occasionally. 
For example you read A AL, and then he 
adds 4SS to it. Clever at times, but the 
practice also seems to destroy continuity for 
no reason. The "chapter headings" of 'A Woman 
Is a Woman'~are nearly identical. Also very 
much the same are the "in" jokes, , hich seem 
bothersome. In short if you didn't think it was 
funny in A Woman ... when the girl at the bar 
proves to be Jeanne Moreau and if you didn't 
enjoy her conversation with Belmondo when 
they allude to two movies in as many words 
th re is probably a large portion of Weekend 
you won't appreciate either. 
Godard als9 includes a long diatribe against 
black non-violence (I think). My faulty French 
suggested to me that the subtitles at this point 
were particularly erratic· but the reasoning is 
specious and hard to follow in any case. 
Three more things in passing ... Mirielle 
Dare is an archetypal French sex symbol and 
you' 11 probably enjoy looking at her for an 
hour and a half. (Vv'eekend is not a sex film, 
however.) I'm told Jean Yanne is very good-
looking, but I'm a poor judge in such matters. 
You will hear a fine performance of a Mozart 
sonata (K 576). You will also be exposed to 
some interesting reflections on cannibalism. 
When I first thought of writing this, I 
nvisioned a warning to save your money. ow, 
I can't quite bring myself to that. You are 
bound to have strong and intensely personal 
reactions to the film, and perhaps thats a sign 
of at least limited success. It isn't easy to 
like Weekend. It isn't even easy to accept it. 
There was much headshaking even among th 
sophisticated audience at the Lincoln Center 
Festival. But there is something important 






FREE CAMPUS DEUVERY 
ll-12 Tues-Thursday and Sunday 
11-1 Friday and Saturday 
TR-6-7611 
27 East Market St., Rhinebeck, ew York 
by Alex Zedlcoff 
Part I--To be continued next week 
Man is free ... There is nothing forbidden to 
him; he can become whatever he wants, by choos-
ing what he eats. ,;-,ood is the means of evolution 
by \ hich we grow to become the highest in th 
universe. 
Jim Ledbetter, macrobiotic 
Frustrated with scientific analysis, with 
empirical modes of thought, with the Western 
businessman's pragmatic outlook on life, many 
students have turned towards more esoteric 
means of solving their problems. As a result 
th re has been a sharp increase in popularity 
of such movements and cults as Buddhisqi, 
Hinduism, drugs, palmistry, astrology, and 
black magic. One notable indication of this ten-
dency is the marked increast of attention that 
is being given to macrobiotics. Between Houston 
and 14th streets, such words as yin, yang, 
(masculine, feminine) are mentioned and discussed. 
rep atedly, as students and teenyboppers artists 
and-writers; equipped with rice paddies in pockets 
and handbags, swarm from The Good Earth to 
L'Epicerie, and then onward to a lecture deliver-
ed on Zen-Macrobiotics. Spe ial macrobiotic 
c nters have sprung up in ew York, Boston, 
an Francisco, and London where macrobiotic 
diets are followed religiously, its cult defended 
jealously, and where macrobiotic recipes number 
in the thousands. 
The principle of macrobiotics hinges on the 
pr mise that the key to our happiness and well-
being resides in the foods that we eat. According 
to this doctrine, each food has the characteristic 
of being, in varying proportions, either yin 
(feminine) or yang (masculine)., yin tending to 
relax and op nus, yang tending to contract, 
making us more active. It is essential that one's 
diet contain a proper balance of yin and yang 
elements. If it is too heavily yin, one becomes 
sensitive, then thoughtful, and finally confused 
and \ ithdrawn; if too yang, one becomes aggres-
sive, cruel or irritable. The easiest way to 
maintain a balanced diet is to take foods that ar 
well-balanced th mselves that are not too yin 
and not too yang. The most notabl foods that 
fall into th is category are grains and vegetables. 
The worst foods to take are those such as meat, 
which is highly yang, and drugs such as mari-
juana, L. S. D. and birth control pills which are 
intensely yin. With the proper balance of yin 
and yang, claims macrobiotics, one can become 
complete master of his body and soul and compre-
hend fully the ultimate order of the universe. 
But now I perceive some doubtful looks on 
your faces. Indeed it is quite difficult for one 
who has not been on a macrobiotic diet not to be 
skeptical of the doctrine. Even according to 
macrobiotics, it is only through a 'Proper di t 
that one can see the order of the universe and 
comprehend the thruthfulness of yin and yang. 
Therefore I will try to speak a language we can 
all understand, and be as scientific as is realistically 
ly possible. ot that this is by any mean·s diffi-
cult. An experienced macrobiotic generally knows 
a great deal about the physiology of the body, and 
can be quite scientific in analysing its reactions. 
He might point out, for example, that foods 
which are well-balanced with respect to yin and 
yang are also well-endowed with all the essential 
vi tam ins and nutrients. ot only are grains rich 
in protein, but the quality of the protein in grains 
is also high, far superior to that of meat. The 
macrobiotic might also demonstrat how the 
quality of the fats in vegetables is better than 
that of meats. M ats contain saturated fats, which 
most doctors admit can er ate unfavorable and 
sometimes fatal reactions in your body, whereas 
vegetables contain only unsaturated fats. which 
caus few or no harmful ffects. The sugars 
contain d in fruits and can sugars are mono-
saccarid s which can create acidic r actions 
in the stomach, and subsequ nt ulcers while 
sugars in v getabl s ar polysaccarides which 
do not cause such reactions. 
S v ral sci ntific exp rim nts have been 
conducted which seem to prove the validity of 
the macrobiotic th ory. One such experim nt 
performed showed that those persons kept on a 
basically macrobiotic diet remained in excellent 
health. The mice fed on a typical American or 
English diet came down with num rous sick-
nesses, including w ak vision, tumors, loss of 
hair, ailments of th skin, kidney, stomach and 
intestine, as w 11 as atrophy of the nervous 
system. 
But I th ink ven more dramatic evidence for 
the beneficial eff cts of macrobiotics is availatle. 
Most of the peopl who have been on the di twill 
swear by it, claiming that they now have a better 
p rspectiv on life, have more en rgy, feel less 
chaotic, and run around less in circles. Some 
point out that it has actually saved their lives. 
Macrobiotics have so much faith in the 
influence of food that they believe the history 
of America can be traced through its stomach. 
They claim that our forefathers were much 
happier and healthier than ourselves, primarily 
because of their superior diet. They also main-
tain that the source of all the nation's troubles--
be it corruption, suicide, cancer, heart disease, 
violence--stems from the fact that in the last 
50 y~ars our di t has changed from a staple of 
grain to one of meat. 
A skilled macrobiotic can, with a br·ief glance 
at your face, detect any malfunctioning of your 
internal organs. For example, a line running 
down from the top of the pupil is a sign of brain 
damage; from the bottom, kidneys and sexual 
organs. By touching parts of the body, he can 
also detect the malfuntioning of particular organs. 
If there is pain at the junction betwe n your 
thumb and index finger, when that area is pinch-
ed, your intestines are bad. 
Certain features of your face betray particu-
lar aspects of your personality and spiritual 
makeup. The closer one's ears are to running 
from eye level to mouth level, the closer one is 
to possessing universal spirituality. The long 
high pointed ears of someone like Mr. Spock 
is indicative of high intellectuality, but little or 
no spirituality. A macrobiotic can literally 
detect a non-macrobiotic with his eyes clos d. 
The macrobiotic has no tell-tale odors, while the 
non-macrobiotic still does. Grains and vegetables 
emit no noxious odors in the process of digestion, 
so a macrobiotic do sn't have to worry about 
mouth or body odors. 
Since the consumption of food is of utmost 
importance to the macrobiotic, he has elevated 
the simple act of eating into a work of art. He 
takes meticulour care in not only what he eats 
but in how he cooks cuts, mixes and seasons 
his food. With the consummat skill of a great 
paint r he car fully calculates such elements as 
heat, time, pr ssure, water and salt. With 
brown rice, for example, he can produce thousandE 
of different textures, tastes and consist ncies, 
simply by varying the amount· of water and pres-
sure he uses. There are thousands of tasty recipes 
which the macrobiotic can choose from, and which 
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by Bill Langer 
There is a basic difference between the 
John Bard Lectures and the John Bard Society . 
The former sponsored the talk by Richard Rovere 
two weeks ago; the latter was responsible for 
bringing Mr. Frank S. Meyer, senior editor 
of " ational Review", William Buckley's maga-
zine, to Albee Social the night of October 1st. 
His topic, contrasting sharply with Mr. Rovere' & 
was "Anarchism, ihilism and the ew Left". 
Speaking before about 50 people, he started with 
a prepared speech which was not only chock 
full of rather potent adjectives and phrases but 
was delivered with a great deal of feeling and 
emphasis, among other things. He held that 
ew Leftists were "witless" and ''brothers 
beneath the skin" with fascists. and also that 
they "can only destroy, (they) cannot create. " 
Having finished his speech, he opened the 
floor to a question period which lasted for 11/z 
hours. He spoke in answer to a couple of 
questions by mentioning the Rooseveltian Era 
as being the source of many of the problems we 
face today, attacking liberalism by calling it 
"utopianism" which attempts to force its ideas 
on other people, and s.,aying that legislation 
which controls industry should be abolished. 
He would do away with laws such as those which 
k ep kids in school until they're 16, saying that 
there is no reason for taking 12 years to teach 
someone what could, if done right, be taught 
in two. All these laws, he belives, are the 
result of ' lousy thinking on the part of a whole 
generation of intellectuals", for which the cure 
is "correct thinking", not brought about by 
force but by persuasion. He did, however, say 
he favors (or at least accepts) measures , hich 
regulate health matters. 
Turning to the ew Left, he said that the 
protesting and rebelling students didn't know 
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On the Human Side of SDS 
by Jim Putney 
A friend came up to me and asked if I 
wanted to play with some migrant kids. I 
said, "sure'." 
ext morning two carloads of us arrived 
at the Catholic Worker Camp in Tivoli. The 
camp looks like an old, neglected resort, and 
the Catholic artisanry and literature give it 
a very strange atmosphere. We had some 
coff e and fresh-baked Hovis, and talked with 
a man who seemed to be in charge. Then we 
went out back to the nursery. 
Someone handed me a little black girl. 
"Here. Play v ith Jennifer." I was scared. 
Jennifer was too young to talk; she was afraid 
of me· she didn't want to ride in a wagon; she 
didn't want to play with a truck·her nose kept 
dripping. My palms were dripping ice-water, 
and she was about to cry. Some kind person 
took Jenni.fer from me, and I was free to 
wander about. 
I walked over to a group of 6-8 year old 
boys. 
destroy and thus were nihilistic. omeone said 
in reply that one thing he himself wanted was 
some voice in affairs which affect his life, such 
as colleg government. Mey r said with some 
vehemence that "students hav no rights 
whatsoever" as th y are not being made to come 
to college. 
Meyer then took in a few questions on foreign 
policy. He said in answering that w should have 
come to the aid of the Hungarians in 1956 but 
were prevented from doing so by th cowardice 
of our leaders; that we should hav given far 
more aid to Chiang Kai-Shek, that he did not 
favor using tactical nuclear w apons in Vi t 
am, and that he was absolut ly opposed to the 
draft. This last, however, was becaus he felt 
a professional military would b far more 
effective in limited wars like Vi t am. 
On the battle between the nited States and 
Russia, he said we now play a gigantic chess 
game, with the pieces being our allies, their 
allies and the neutrals. To this end, he said, 
we should build strong alliances with nations 
important to us, regardless of their govern-
ments, such as outh Africa and Greece. The 
Russian move against Czechoslovakia was, in 
his view, a good move from their standpoint in 
the chess gam , and he saw a two-pronged driv 
against Western Germany and the Middle East 
sometime soon. As for foreign aid, he saw on 
form of it as "charity", which h felt was 
completely wrong, and the other as aid which 
would help us in the chess game -- that is 
military and economic aid to those countries 
which would fight with and/or for us. 
Just before we broke for coffee, someone 
asked how Meyer would convert him to his 
point of view. "By keeping on talking and 
writing ... "he said. But if the dialogue breaks 
down, "there will be civil war ... there's no 
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''Hello.'' 
"Hi. II 
"What d'ya wanna do?•· Hm. What do 
kids do? Watch television? Play football? 
ot th se kids --th y liv in shacks up north 
during the summer, shacks down south in the 
winter. Their parents average about 2,500 
a year, and find solac in a bottle. So what do 
I do with these kids? Maybe if we pretend that 
those sticks over ther are guns ... 
I went over to a kid nan1 d Morris and 
introduced myself. I asked if th re w re any-
thing h wanted to do. He saw on of my 
friends carrying a kid piggyback. That was 
good enough for Morris. In a s cond h was 
up on my shoulders and I was running. I 
head d over to th Hudson. 
"Wanna go down and look at the riv r ? 11 
' o. " So we ran on a little farth r. 
"Hey, Morris. Look at th is pretty 
morning-glory. " 
"Yeah. Run faster. 'He held on v ry 
tightly. I guess that was what he want d to 
do--hold m . Physical contact, attention, 
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Black Is. 
Black is waiting for the white man to have a 
soul transplant. 
Black is finally getting op n occupancy --
in Khe Sanh. 
Black is being issued a credit card by a pawn 
shop. 
Black is not needing a psychiatrist to tell you 
what's bugging you. 
Black is when you'd rather face the iet Cong 
than the friendly cop in your own neighborhood. 
Black is when the phone rings on the day you 
move into a white neighborhood and it's the 
Welcome Wagon. 
Black is being so shiftless and lazy you scrub 
floors six days a week. 
Black is wh n you're playing 'Eenie, meeni 
mynie, moe" and the thing they catch by the toe 
is a tiger. 
Black is when everybody you meet at a party 
tells you Sidney Poitier is a credit to his race. 
Black is having somebody on your back and 
you paying a carrying charge. 
Black is b ing given special vocational train-
ing for the jobs that will have disappeared be-
fore you learn how to do them. 
Black is beautiful. 
Reprinted from the Oct.196 issue of 
Evergreen, 
was what he craved -- not just to thro, a 
ball around. 
Ther were 11 of us and 15 of them. The 
only girl among us was playing with J nnifer 
and two other girls. That means two boys 
were alon . I succeeded in getting Morris 
to let me giv one the two a ride. I looked 
into the little boy's face and seemed to ee 
his future -- picking fruit, a bottle illiteracy, 
bitterness. I put him on my back and he held 
on just like Morris. He didn't care what I 
did -- he just wanted to hold me. 
At last it was time to go. I was tired, 
hungry, and sick at heart. I hadn't changed 
anything. And I knew I couldn't 
According to John Quinley of SD , who 
organized th. daily trips at 9:00 and 2:30, 
approximately 20 Bardians go to the camp 
each w ek. That's about one out of every 
32 students. If you'd like to let a kid hold 
on to you for two hours call Ernestine 
Johnson in Robbins House or John Quinley in 
Manor Annex. Or maybe you 'just don't have 
the tim ". Those kids have plenty of it. 
Ttl[ CUKIUCUllln COI1iIITT[[ l[fOKI 
ed mostly for upper colleg courses. study, arranged in divisional contexcs.) Last spring the Curriculum Committee Report 
was released and printed in the Observer. The 
report is now before the Faculty Senate, and it 
will b voted on, part by part, in a couple of 
weeks. In brief, here are the most important 
proposals of the report: 
4. The mandatory choice of major should be 
delayed at least until the s mester of modera-
tion. Students entering the college with clearly 
defined objectives should, however, be able 
The results of projects, and the abilities of 
students who have completed them, should be 
fed back into the intellectual life of the college 
in as many ways as possible. 
to choose and begin· a major immediately. 
Professor Walter said that it was not in the 
form of a motion, but of a report being prepared 
for Senate as intended policy. It would be 
presented in its edited state as a motion to the 
1. All courses, both upper and lower college, 
should carry four credits. A normal full-time 
student program in the college would then con-
sist of four courses; graduation would require 
12 credits. 
5. ,Moderation in cross-disciplinary,or general 
liberal-arts programs should be possible. 
6. Independent study for credit should be entire faculty who would finally vote on it. 
available for all students--from freshmen to Professor Walter said that it was not in the 
seniors-- who can produce a plan for its form of a motion, but of a report and is being 
2. Half-semester courses should be instituted for 
the first semester of the freshman year to 
give all students the maximum exposure to 
various disciplines, their relationships, and 
individual instructors--within a framework of 
two seven-week units. 
pursuit and reasonable evid nee of success. prepared for the faculty Senate as intented policy. 
Such independent study would involve the It would then be presented in its newly edited state 
faculty formally only when the plan is appraised as a motion to the entire faculty who would vote on it. 
and, hen its results are graded. Professor Walter went on to explain what 
would happen during the first week of October 
7. Sem sters abroad in other colleges, or work- at the Faculty meetings were reactions to the report 
study orojects, or other away-from-campus wouldbeconsidered. The report would befurther 
3. All freshman courses both half-semester and 
full semester should meet at least three hours 
programs should be encouraged, especially modified as might seem desirable. What is hoped 
for students who have completed their projects. for is that a "coherent program" be suggested 
such that all parties will approve. a week. It is recommended that most lower 
college courses meet more than once a week. 
The weekly t\vo-hour seminar should be reserv-
8. The project should be begun in the first or 
second semester of the junior year. (The 
The Curriculum Committe worked on the 
report for six hours a week for fifteen weeks. 
Encounter 
by Wayne Robins 
I sat silently with my arms folded for an 
entire hour, grinding my teeth and hoping it 
would end. All the inner hostility, uptightness, 
and dislike for strangers that I though had 
disappeared with my first week at Bard came back 
obody said very much about anything, and I 
left and ran back to my dorm to beat on the walls 
and speak to no one. 
Eternal hope; the lantern; reach out in the 
darkness. OK, so against my better judgment 
I went to the next encounter meeting. Again our 
leader said nothing the entire period, but this 
time her silence didn't provoke any outbursts 
of threatened violence from our groups' self-
styled bio major and grand executioner to the 
court of Monoklavin. The teacher in our group 
also new to Bard, wondered if he was keeping 
everyone under cover. We said no and meant 
it, and went on to our discussion of pyromania 
as a cause of syphilis in the Cartesian el phant. 
We all left more or less silently, I not so depres-
sed, and looking forward to the next meeting. 
At that meeting our group had changed some-
what. My roommate's group had fallen apart 
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from lack of interest, so he and a few others 
that remained in his group joined ours. Fortunate· 
ly, we were all still air and water signs, so our 
discuss ion naturally turned to drugs. 
"Well, I took 5000 mies of STP once and 
balled this seven eyed android from eptune 
and now I'm closer to irvana than anyone else 
at Bard.," said Foxy Lady, "so I think dope 
really benefited me. I mean that's where it's 
at." Once she finished her.thing, everybody got 
into the act. Just as we were speaking, and 
rather loudly, of our bust and near bu13t experi-
ences, a proctor walked in. Two girls passed 
out at the sight of the badge, but most of us just 
laughed. It was a turning point in the group. Now 
the meetings almost seem to be the center of 
our social activities. The souls are starting to 
open. Jigsaw timers swimming backwards thr.ougJi 
the str am of consciousness. Does suicide 
justify the means? Because I want to murder 
my father, and 1 ike chicks that look 1 i ke my 
mother, does this mean I can't be president? 
Or does it make me better qualified for the job? 
These and other questions of importance all 
will eventually be answered in Encounter. 
otify your next of kin. 
Man 








she stretches and you watch her 
waist slim white 
move 
boy 
wants to be 
man 
soon 
stone seat stoned row stoop 
man 




sitting in the cemetery 
passport in my la~ 







the man inside the man 
walks past the swingset girl fucking her 
stage curtain orgasm 
legs open to applause ---
a spoonful, 
her kind, to forget the sad ... 
walks in Rome is falling down 
man , unhitched from rhyme, 
watching the Earth below dry cry, the 
strange dream, 
the 
stoned boy who wants to pick apples 
in a grassy orchard 
for a blondegirl' s apron ... 
but touched, while orbiting, the spoonful 
end of all 
and watch the moon shadows 
mad of blioken 
street lamps .•. 
cast in death. 
no war. spoonful's end 
enough. 
by Rab Hall 
by Anita Schnee 
The net impress ion of the much-touted 
"many-sided" Manny Farber show at Proc~er 
is negative. 
Farber has discovered a groovy technique 
with considerable potential, but has let it die 
without further development. Invariably this 
occurs to an artist who is not particularly 
skillful and therefore uses technique as a 
cover instead of as a medium for further ex-
ploration. This is particularly clear in 
Farber's work. On the basis of this Bard 
exhibition, he shows a complete lack of solid 
foundation in the more conventional aspects 
of drawing and design. In order to expand an 
interesting technique such as Farber's use of 
wet paint on brown paper, one must have at his 
command a basic set of tools with which to work 
Farber does not show us that he does. 
Granted, without seeing his smaller oils 
(as compared to his larger brown paperworks) 
it would be going out on a considerably pre-
carious limb to make such an unequivocal 
statement about Farber's background. But 
without his technique to hide behind, he's 
nothing. Here it really shows. Please under-
stand that this is not a plea for conventionality; 
only for a working knowledge of convention. 
It's great to see an original extension of 
painting beyond the age-old brushwork thing, 
but it's got to stand on something. 
Perhaps I should restrict myself to a 
painting-by-painting criticism of the show and 
should attempt to assess Farber solely by his 
work, but it is my firm belief that one 
cannot divorce the artist as a man from his 
work, especially when one has the opportunity 
to see and hear the artist in person. The art 
and the man are inseparable. 
So it was with the sincere hope that 
Farber talks better than he paints that I 
attended his "lecture" on films on Thursday 
last. The content of the lecture aside, the fact 
that Farber kept an audience of more than 
thirty people waiting twenty minutes for 
fifteen minutes of wandering, apologetic drivel 
indicates a certain lack of respect for his 
audience. This ,sloppiness is reflected in his 
artwork. This is especially true in the face 
of his rather pointed lateness at his own 
opening the previous evening. If this guy's 
supposedly a professionally recognized man, 
let's see a little professionalism in the way 
he presents himself to his public, even if it 
is only Bard, and not New York ... Farber him 
~lf implied in his lecture that none• of the 
New York galleries would show him due to 
conveniently unnamed circumstances ... It 
would be well for him to comprehend that 
before he realizes, some of us at Bard will 
become part of the New York public. 
Even Farber himself tries to convince 
us that he is as bad as we think he is by his 
explanation of what he's after artistically:" I 
seem to be chasing the idea of things behind 
each other." Disregarding 'for the moment 
exactly what he's getting at (considerable room 
for doubt,yes ?) anyone who would prefix a 
statement of his own artistic goal by "I seem 
to be ... " has got to be kidding. What's he 
implying? That he i:s motivated by an in-
explicable, ethereal spirit over which he has 
no control? That his way of explaining his 
artistic object is a puzzled, tentative guess 
at what he seems to be doing? 
Perhaps we all should just accept what 
Farber accepts as hi~· own limitation s:we 
"mustn't ·hope for something we' re not going 
to get from him ... "Right, Manny. 
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One of the primary faults with academics at Bard is 
that we have never had an effecti\re Educational Poli-
cy Committee. Too often in the past it has spent its 
time discussing academic philosophy instead of deal-
ing with the specific situation at hand. The problem 
is not with EPC, but with the structure within which 
it operates, or tries to operate. 
Bard students should demand the establishment of a 
viable system in which we have an effective voice in 
decision making, which might be structured as follows: 
1. The chairman of EPC would be a voting member 
of the Joint Committee on Community Action, 
which makes decisions on tenure,hiring, and 
firing of faculty. 
2. A delegated member of E PC for each of the 
four divisions would represent the Committee 
at divisional meetings. 
3. An effective course evaluation system 
would serve as a communications link between 
students and their EPC representatives. Course 
evaluations forms could also indicate prefer-
ences for· in-demand but currently unavailable 
courses. 
Through the collective participation of students anu 
faculty, the actions of EPC, divisional meetings, and 
the Joint Committee would become more realistic 
and meaningful. 
One issue which demands such cooperative stydy is 
the abolition of grades. The institution of a pass-fail-
honors system would at last eliminate the idea of eval-
uateing students like sides of beef. An effective EPC 
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LE'l*IEl(S i §)ITOR 
To the Editor: 
Dear Sir: 
In the past several days, it has come to my 
attention that some posters that announced a 
campus political meeting, featuring a prominent 
speaker of Conservative persuasion, had been 
deliberately removed or defaced. 
Lel me take this opportunity to make perfect-
ly clear my views concerning actions of this 
kind: 
1. AB a member of an ethnic minority, who 
belonged in my own student days at a state 
university to an intellectually oriented minority 
which was not respected by the majority, and 
as the current bolder of certain political and 
social beliefs that are not generally accepted in 
this country, I am personally committed to the 
pr inc !pie of respect for minority rights--both 
in the area of political views and that of styles 
of life. 
2. In my judgment, it is hypocritical or worse 
for any student to insist on his liberty to dissent 
and demand recognition for that dissent in the 
society at large, and at the same lime tosuppress 
or ignorP the dissenting views ol his fellow 
students. 
3. I believe that the freedom to express ideas 
is the sine qua non of any institution of higher 
education. To put it bluntly, if the day should 
come when this freedom becomes even question-
able at Bard, we all might as well go elsewhere, 
and I will be the first to go. Brownshirl orRed 
Guard tactics have absolutely no place on a 
college campus. 
4, Lt is a cause of some sadness to me that a 
letter like this should ever have to be written 
at Bard College. 
1 hope that these remarks will be adequate 
to convey the seriousness with which I regard 
the sort of conduct that took place recently. 
Sincerely, 
Carl M. Selinger, Dean 
Dellle Morse and Bill Langer spoke with 
Professor Dewsnap, and Professors Pierce 
and Phillips, respectively, concern tog the 
matter of the Curriculum Comm itte Report. 
The following is a text of their conversation 
as reported to the Observer. 
Dell ie Morse --
" After the Faculty Senate adjourned, 
spoke with Professor Dewsnap, Chairman 
of the Faculty Senate. (N. B., the Faculty 
Senate consists of Professors Hilton Weiss, 
Fredrick Shafer, James &!Ulvan, and 
Terrence Dewsnap, and also Dean Carl 
Selinger~ 
Speaking for himself on the subject of the 
mini-course Pro(essor Dewsnap said it "may 
be abhorrent to those committed to a concept 
of education as a gradual process. " He added 
that be thought that the AMDD Division might 
not approve of the mlni-course because the 
subject matter taught in that division is such 
that the student's satisfaction ·with the course 
might never be realized ln so short a time; hence, 
AM.DD might lost students. It appears i'ikely 
that the idea or the mini-course will pass on to 
the faculty for approval, though it remalns to be 
seen whether it becomes a part of Bard's curri-
culum. 
Lastly, I spoke with Dean Selinger. He 
made it clear to me that he was not the man to 
see concerning the matter of the Ct1rriculum 
Committee Report. He said that his job is mainly 
that of playing "concilator, mediator, and proposer 
of possible solutions to issues which might produce 
antagonistic situations" among the three repre-
sentative groups on campus, namely the students, 
the faculty, and the board of trustees. ( He also 
added thal bis job is to see that the students are 
helped academically and to insure that the faculty 
impliment desirable academic programs." 
Bill Langer--
"! talked with Mr. Pierce of the Social 
Studies Department, and !\'Ir. Phillips of AMDD, 
about the Curriculum Committee Report. I asked 
them bow they felt about the trial major, the pro-
posed half-semester courses, moderation and 
the senior project. 
Clancy Raps 
Last week I made the dire prediction that 
because the social regulations part of the 
student Life Committee Report was voted down, 
the p1-ocess evidenced by the Report's compila-
tion would also be scrapped. Happily, to the 
credit of the process, this did not happen. 
Ratber, a new set of social regulations was 
proposed by the Community Advlsory Board. 
That this occured strongly suggests the idea 
of joint communal action just might have suffi-
cient strength and Just might elicit a sufficient 
com.mittment from those involved to be viable. 
Let us hope so. 
Joint aclions, lf they are to satisfy the 
criterion of maximal mutual bene[it, must be 
based upon a foundation of good faith and common 
sacrifice. The Students, Faculty, Ad.ministration 
and Trustees must seriously consider each 
other's requirements if their proposals for 
college policy are to vindicate the communal 
notion. U any group is forced to adhere to a 
system which it finds patently unacceptable, 
and ls forced into it by the rest of the alleged 
community, then the concept of community is 
phoney and illegitimate. The idea of community 
is the idea that problems may be solved without 
unduly lndisposing anyone. 
The social regulations section of the Student 
Life Committee Report is a case in point. To 
the majority o[ the students the Report's proposal 
was unacceptable. For those recommendations 
to have been forced upon the students would 
have made sheer mockery of all the current 
rhetoric about community. It would also have 
signified the replacement of dialogue with 
naked coercion, a move which would have 
caused me
1 
for one, to have resisted as 
strenuously as necessary in order lo secure 
change. But, it is clear that the social regula-
tions newly proposed by the Community Advisory 
Board are the most reasonable alternative to 
the disfavored recommendations of the Report. 
Everyone should therefore accept them. 
Much of this new proposal appears to be 
an ideal satisfaction of the student position on 
social regulations, it still has the explicit 
requirement of student demonstration of res-
ponsibility. This is the concession we must 
be prepared to make if we are to expect the 
Faculty, Admlnistration and Trustees to accept 
the new plan. H.P. C. must act in a manner 
truly consonant with the letter and spirit of 
the plan lf we accept it. Although such action 
would constitute a significant break with 
tradition, who would argue that it would not be 
worthwhile? Otherwise the effect would be the 
sam.e on our communal relations as if we were 
coerced from above. 1n th ls case, however, the 
potential on onus ls squarely upon us. If we 
accept the newly proposed regulations we must 
accept the fact that the burden of enforcement 
is on us also. Any contrary action would not 
onJy be utterly dishonorable, il would be a 
violation of the principles of the Sacred Revo-
lution. On ou1· attitude toward this point hinges 
the new plan's and our mythological commt1nity f 
success or failure. Let's not blow it JlOW. 
Mr. Pierce felt that the trial major was 
probably a little premature; that freshmen 
needed a little "breathing space'! between arrival 
and the time for their choice of major, to give 
them a chance to see what is available. The 
half-semester courses, be tliought,present 
some lnteresting possibilities. They would make 
it easier to acquaint the new student with the 
curriculum. They would, instead of belng survey 
or introduction courses, be "problem "courses 1 
which would demonstrate how the sociologist or 
historian etc. deals with a speclfic part of what 
he teaches. This would require a new teaching 
technique, however, and would also need the 
participation of about two-thirds of the faculty. 
As for the Moderation, some people think that it 
is too easy; they feel that it only weeds out the 
bad students, instead of choosing the good ones, 
Hardly anyone, be felt, thinks that it is irrelevant. 
After it, the junior year is often a let-down, he 
said, as it is felt by some that the Junior Confer-
ence is easy, and does not present a challenge. 
The Senior Project, be believes, is very worth-
while and bolds some opportunities, among which 
is the idea of seminars held by the seniors, who 
wish tci participate, in which senior projects are 
read and criticized. Also, some seniors could 
teach or help with the freshmen half-semester 
courses. However, these ideas are relatively 
nebulous at present. 
Mr. Phillips had different opinions about my 
questions. The trial major, he felt, was good 
because it gave a focus to the freshman year; it 
might be bard on some lf they are bent into a 
mold, but it's good for those who know what they 
want. He felt that half-semester courses are a 
poor idea because it is hard enough to teach art 
and/or related subjects in a whole semester, let 
alone in seven weeks. He said he firmly believed 
ln slow and careful reading and viewing. Modera-
tion is good, he thought, and most students care 
about it. Because they are nervous, be said, they 
tend to word; should they fail, it is not the end 
\I 
of their work ln their field, either at Bard or 
elsewhere. It is a fair test, Mr. Phillips was most 
enthusiastic about the Senior Project, but it was 
his oplnion that most students do no take it as 
seriously as they do Moderation. For Art majors, 
it is wonderful because they have a studio of 
their own, they can work and think lndependently, 
and their work is criticized professionally; thus 
they really get a chance to 'do their own thing"'. 
H.rc. II 
by CbarlesC!ayton 
In the hour and a half that H.P. C. allotted 
itself lasl Tuesday' the members voted for 
dismissal on three violations, talked and talk-
ed, and passed a resolution on behalf o( the 
student body. . 
Social regulaLions were foremost m every-
body's mind. Bruce Lieberman req~ested the 
floor for a proposal concerning soctal regula-
tions He commented that "the students will 
not a~cept separated dorms and will not accept 
any social regulatlons at all similar to those 
included in the Report." He himself feels that 
this negative vote "does nol imply the Student . 
body rejects the formalized means of commum-
cation." His answer to the dilemma_ about regu-
lations is a three point proposal which be out-
lined for H. P.C. and which was last week's 
Observer editorial. Basically it proposes 
(l) men' s dormitories open 24. hours a day' 
(2) no curfew for women, (3) no.open women's 
dormitories. Bruce said that this report 
should prove to be acceptable to both the_ student 
body and the administration and that, lf ,t ,s 
passed, H. p. C. will have no re~son not to i 
uphold inter-visitation violations Ul a :vom,~n s 
dorm. Bruce closed bis conunmts with, I 
view this entire thing o.s a new commLttn1ent 
[or the student body." _ . 
Further talk on social regulatwns w_as tabled 
so that the "townie" problem could be dtscussed. 
lMenus 
The general consensus of the group was for 
extra campus security or calllng ln the state 
police to patrol the Annandale road. A ml~ority 
did not agree with this policy of extra police 
protection, and, on the other side, there was 
one person who even wanted to arm Bard's 
regular security men with guns'for self-
defense". Mrs. Sugatt stressed level-headedness 
in dealing with the problem and said, "l think 
it important that a liberal community should 
not react with violence. " She especially stressed 
the use of guest-cards for all non-students 
visiting on campus for security reasons. 
Flnally, a vote was taken on the proposal to 
ask the State-police to position a car outside 
Adolph's as a precautionary measure, the 
result was affirmative. 10-0-2. As of the 
writing of this article, the immediate situation 
seems to have eased cons iderahly; I persona11y 
hope that extra security police will prove to 
be unnecessary. 
Last week a resolution was passed in H.P. C. 
which gave that senate committee the right to 
petition the Dean to lnvestigate suspicious non-
students. After the meetlng, I questioned Mrs. 
Sugatt about this and she recommend_ed l see _ 
the Dean.. The Slater employee who 1s spec ll'.1-
callY tn question bas left campus and Mrs. 
Sugatt expressed her opinion that he was not 
worklng for anyone else besides Slater, 
Thursday afternoon, [spoke with Dean 
Sellnger for a brief moment and he indicated 
to me that the issue will be investigated as 
soon as the security problem is settles. He 
also said that he was most certain that more 
security would be hired shortly. 
Saturday, 11/12--Breakfast: Orange juice, V-8 juice, stewed prunes, cream of wheat, assorted cold 
cereals, french toast w/sugar, sausage links, scrambled eggs, pastry, beverages. Lunch:Vegetable 
soup, corn fritters w/bacon, welsh rarebit on toast, home fried potatoes, buttered green beans, tossed 
salad/blue ch., sliced egg salad, apricot w/cottage cheese, marinated cucumbers, chocolate pudding, 
breads, beverages, fresh fruit, gelatin cubes. Dinner: Roast beef au jus, whipped potatoes, carrot coins, 
buttered peas, hearts of lettuce, pear & cottage cheese, peach, banana nut, jellied fruit,gelatin cubes, 
apple pie, ice cream, hot rolls. 
Sunday, 11/13--Breakfast: Grape juice, grapefruit juice, kadota figs, oatmeal, assorted cold cereals, 
cheese omelet, waffles w/syrup, pastry, beverages. Lunch: Split pea soup, chipped steak sandwich, 
beef & vegetable stew, french fries, buttered wax beans, hearts of romaine, cottage cheese, strawberry 
aspic, relish plate #1, tapioca pudding, cookies, breads, beverages, gelatin ~uhes. Dlnner: London broil, 
chicken a la king, buttered rice, succotash, harvard beets, tossed salad, chinese cabbage, country style 
tomatoes, cottage cheese, stuffed prunes. pear w/mint jelly, fruit cup, burnt sugar cake, breads, 
beverages, gelatin cubes. 
Monday, ll/14--Breakfast: Apple juice, orange juice, sliced peaches, maltex, assotted cold cereals, 
poached eggs on toast, hot cakes w/syrup, blueberry mlllJins, beverages. Lunch: chicken calcutta 
soup, corned beef hash patty, grilled frank on bun, bot potato salad, buttered ca:n-ots, shredded lettuce, 
pineapple coleslaw, celery hearts w/olives. cottage cheese, jellied grapefruit.gingerbread, breads, 
beverages. Dinner:Roast leg of veal/ gravy, salisbury steak, chive buttered potatoes, buttered spinach, 
hot red slaw, tossed salad, macaroni salad, cottage cheese, golden salad, orange ambrosia, cherry pie, 
rice pudding, rolls, beverages, gelatin cubes. 
Tuesday, 11/15--Breakfast: Blended juice, apricot nectar, pineapple tidbits, oatmeal, assorted cold cereals, 
scrambled eggs, french toast w/syrup, grllled bacon, donuts, beverages. Lunch: Onion soup, italian meat 
bal.l sandwicb,chicken chow mein, buttered rice, buttered peas, tossed salad, potato salad,cottage cheese 
w/mandarln oranges, pear & cream c.heese nut, congo bars, butterscotch puddlng, gelatin cubes, breads, 
beverages. Dinner: Grllled pork chop, roast lamb w/mint jelly, candied sweet potatoes, brussed sprouts 
amandlne, buttered beets, apple ause, head lettuce, bremen bean salad, cottage cheese, molded htng cherry, 
[rult salad, hot rolls, beverages, gelatin cubes. 
Wednesday, 11/16--Breakfast: Pineapple juice, orange juice, bananas, wbeatena, assorted cold cereals, 
bardcooked eggs, wailles w/syrup, coffee cake, beverages. Lunch: Coney island clam cbowder,harbecued 
beef on bun, cheese bllntzes, cottage fried potatoes, baked acorn squash, garden salad, adirondack salad, cottage 
cheese, perfection salad, pineapple w/cream cheese, peanut butter cake, fresh fruit, gelatin cubes, breads, 
beverages. Dlnner: Swiss style veal cutlet, meat loaf, creamed potatoes, italian green beans, buttered corn, 
tossed salad, sliced tomatoes, cottage cheese w/peach,jellied fruit,coconut pudding, butterscotch b.rownies, 
gelatin cubes, rolls, beverages. 
Thursday, 11/17--Breakfast: Grape juice, apple ju ice, grapefruit halves, cream of wheat, assorted cold 
cereals, fried eggs, bot cakes w/syrup, corn muffins, beverages. Lunch: Chicken consomme, macaroni, 
beef and tomatoes, monte car lo sandwich, browned potatoes, buttered mixed vegetables, chopped lettuce, 
relish p;ate #2, jellied peach and grape, pinecot cobbler.cherry squares, breads, beverages,gelatin cubes. 
Dinner:batter fried chicken, pock conttnental, lyonnaised potatoes, pars lied cauliflower, buttered lima beans, 
tossed salad, cottage cheese, cherry perfection salad, stuffed celery, chinese chews, lemon sponge pudding, 
rolls, beverages, gelatln cubes. 
Friday, October I --Breakfast: Orange juice, V-8 juice, oranges, wheatena, assorted cold cereals, french 
toast/sugar and syrup, sausage links, strip pastry, beverages. Lunch: Cream of mushroom soup, pizzaburger 
tuna noodle casserole, whipped potatoes, broiled tomato, tossed salad, macaroni salad, cottage cheese, 
ribbon mold salad, chocolate pudding fresh fruit, gelatin cubes, breads, beverages. Dinner: Canadian meat 
pie, shrimp creole, browned rice, outtered peas, spiced beets, tossed salad, cottage cheese, fruit salad, 
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llETUltH REQUESTED 
J1[W I[(QIU),S 
by Donald Heller 
The soundtrack to "Chappaqua", Conrad Rooks' 
mescaline-eye-view of an alcoholic's treatment 
with psychedelic drugs, has recently been releas-
ed on Columbia Records (Col. OS 3230). The sound 
track, composed by Ravi Shankar, aided by a 
host of unnamed musicians, is something of a 
musical revolution, less spectacular than the flood 
of Indian music into this country, but perhaps of 
a more serious nature, 
The music shows Shankar to be master of 
far more than the sitar and Indian Classical music. 
Using a full orchestra, as well as quite a few 
Indian instruments, Shankar has combined musical 
elements that no Indian would recognize as 
"Classical". Rather, he has synthesized a new, 
totally individual music, not a hodge-podge. It 
is just this new element in the music that gives 
rise to its most serious short-coming:there' s 
simply not enough of it. Shankar, the master 
sitarist , can be listened to on a large number of 
fine recordings. It is unfortunate that he didn't 
take advantage of the possibilities at hand and 
explore them more deeply . It is, none-the-less, 
still a sharp departure from his earlier film music 
Without unnexessarily raising an issue that 
might be considered beside the point, the validity oi 
"movie-music" as a separate entity should be 
discussed here. Shankar composed this music 
after viewing the film several times and matched 
musical segments to visual segments.( Alla Rakha, 
Shankar' s drummer, told me that he viewed the 
segment set for his solo six times before even 
tuning his tablas~ Often the music is not quite as 
attention holding as it should be and it was 
during these moments that Shankar decided the 
visual aspect of the film was to have, for reasons 
inherent to the subject, prominence over the 
musical aspect. This, however, is of minor im-
portance compared to the music's success in in-
tegrating musical styles in which the whole is 
greater than the parts, that is to say, a highly 
individualized and sensitive music results, 
different and beyond its~ separate parts. 
a 
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by Ken Vermes 
Cecil Taylor -- Conquistador 
Blue Note BST 84260 
It is difficult to write of Cecil Taylor's new 
record without acknowledging the prematurity 
of conclusions. Within the boundaries of each 
cut there seems to be an unlimited number of 
textures and musical spaces. There are many 
ways of listening to a Cecil Taylor recording--
different levels of concentration and involvement 
bring different images. 
The dynamics of Cecil Taylor's recorded 
music may be phrased as involving change or 
transformation. The musicians here move in 
and out of each moment with a forceful ambi-
guity. The melodies at the beginning of each 
side of the record seem to serve merely as 
contemplative prefaces to the involved and 
detailed improvisations. In seeking to formalize 
the long pieces on the album, remnants of the 
traditional jazz or popular song structure appear. 
These formal elements aren't the repetition of 
concrete themes of tradition, however, but 
rather a precise yet improvisational use of 
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contrasting dynamics and sound texturet;. 
This use of contrast is felt directly in 
the presence of two bass players on the record. 
Both create a rhythmic and melodic counter-
po int . Alan Silva's arco often singing over 
Henry Grimes' pizzicato phrases. Cecil's music 
doesn't sound as brash on this recording as it 
once did. The horns are surprisingly subdued 
amidst the intense rhythmic excitement often 
generated. The tone of Jimmy Lyons' alto 
saxaphone is unassuming while consistently 
inventive. Lyons' phrases are.sparked with 
melodic sketches as well as extra~musical 
sounds. Bill Dixon's trumpet glides through 
the many twists and turns of the music in a 
manner reminiscent of Don Cherry"s betst work. 
In contrast with the speed and energy of Cecl1' s 
piano, Dixon comments with a clear simplicity . 
The long pieces on the album hold together 
well. Cecil seems to have clarified whit at times 
has been a chaotic music of pure energy. Play 
this record at a low volume and one senses the 
chamber-like quality of the recording. Yet the 
key remains the improvisational moment: 
surprises for all. 
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